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11B NMR detection of the magnetic field distribution in the
mixed superconducting state of MgB2
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The temperature dependence of the magnetic field distribution in the mixed superconducting phase of
randomly oriented MgB2 powder was probed by11B nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! spectroscopy. Below
the temperature of the second critical (Bc2) field, Tc2'27 K, our spectra reveal two NMR signal components,
one mapping the magnetic field distribution in the mixed superconducting state and the other one arising from
the normal state. The complementary use of bulk magnetization and NMR measurements reveals that MgB2 is
an anisotropic superconductor with aBc2

c ,2.35 T anisotropy parameterg'6.
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The recent discovery of superconductivity1 in MgB2 has
revived the excitement on this area of research because
alloy becomes superconducting at unexpectedly2 high tem-
peratures (Tc539 K), for ‘‘light’’ main-group elements re-
siding between Be and S in the periodic table. Subsequ
studies have shown that MgB2 is a type-II superconducto
with Bc1(0)'0.26 T, Bc2(0)'14 T, with a small conden-
sation energy~relative to Nb3Sn and YBa2Cu3O7), a j0

'4.9 nm, and al0'185 nm.3 However, opinions about the
nature of the superconductivity mechanism are still con
dictory. Band structure calculations4 suggest that MgB2 is a
BCS superconductor, where superconductivity results fr
in-plane electron-phonon coupling on the boron sublatt
The detected isotope effect5 and the BCS-type energy gap
that is obtained by tunneling spectroscopy6 and 11B nuclear
magnetic resonance~NMR!,7–9 are in support of this model
However, specific-heat measurements indicate that the su
conducting gap is either anisotropic or two-band like.3 Fur-
ther deviations from thes-wave model have been detected
the temperature dependence ofBc1 andl ~Ref. 10! as well.

Recently a few works,11–16presented convincing evidenc
that the MgB2 is an anisotropic superconductor with an a
isotropy parameterg5(Bc2

ab/Bc2
c ) taking values into interva

2<g<6.
In principle, a strong anisotropy in the mixed superco

ducting state of powder MgB2, if present, should be detec
able with 11B NMR spectroscopy. As known, for fieldsBc1
,B0,Bc2 a vortex lattice is formed that gives rise to
characteristic magnetic field distribution with van Hove s
gularities at fields where“ Bz50 (Buuz axis!. For a perfect
hexagonal vortex lattice, the field distribution exhibits a pe
at a valueBs , which corresponds to the saddle point locat
midway between two vortices, whereas two steps at
maximum (Bmax) and minimum (Bmin) fields are
expected.17,18 Such a magnetic field distribution should b
mapped on the NMR line shape, as the Larmor frequenc
the resonating nuclei depends linearly on the local magn
field. Successful mapping of the magnetic field distributi
has been already presented in a variety of superconduc
materials such as vanadium,17 and rare earth nickel boroca
bides YNi2B2C with 11B NMR.19 In case of strong anisot
ropy and in applied fieldBc2

c ,B0,Bc2
ab , a powder supercon
ture
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ducting sample with randomly oriented grains is expected
give a superposition of magnetic field distributions, rang
between the normal state and the Abrikosov lattice. It is t
of particular interest to test the possibility of anisotropy
the mixed superconducting state of MgB2, by performing
11B NMR experiments in magnetic fields fulfilling the abov
condition.

In this paper we report11B NMR line-shape measure
ments on powder MgB2 samples in external magnetic field
B052.35 and 4.7 T, which exhibit a strong asymmetric lo
frequency broadening at temperatures lower than the t
perature of the second critical field (T,Tc2). The low-
temperature spectra may be decomposed in two compon
One component corresponding to the unshifted NMR sig
of the normal state, which indicates that a portion of t
sample volume remains in the normal state even at the l
est measured temperature of 5 K. A second compon
which maps the magnetic field distribution of the vortex l
tice in the mixed state~vortex component!. Our data provide
clear evidence that for a part of the MgB2 grains the
Bc2(0),2.35 T, whereas for another part of the grai
Bc2(0) is sufficiently higher, and according to magnetic a
conduction-electron spin resonance~CESR! measurements14

Bc2
ab(0)'14 T. Thus, our results provide a strong expe

mental evidence that MgB2 is an anisotropic superconducto
with an anisotropy parameterg'6.

High-quality MgB2 powder samples were prepared by li
uid vapor to solid reaction in an alumina crucible plac
inside a vacuum-sealed silica tube, using a 3% excess of
Pure Mg and B powders were thoroughly mixed and sub
quently slowly heated up to 910 °C. At this temperature
sample was annealed for 2 h and then cooled slowly down t
room temperature. Rietveld refinement of x-ray powder d
fraction spectra revealed that the examined sample con
of 95% MgB2, with cell constants equal toa5b
53.0849(1) Å and c53.5213(1) Å, and a secondar
phase of 5% MgO.

To investigate the mixed state and the magnetic irrev
ibility of MgB 2, we have performed thermomagnetic and is
thermal magnetization measurements on a supercondu
quantum interference device magnetometer. The upper p
of Fig. 1~a! shows the zero field cooling~ZFC! and field
cooling ~FC! magnetization curves for a sample with ra
domly oriented grains, which was also used in the NM
measurements. A marked feature is the observed curva
©2001 The American Physical Society10-1
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near the onset of the transition, which has been rece
attributed14 to the anisotropy of MgB2. Specifically, the onse
of the diamagnetic signal occurs at the Bc2

ab that varies with
temperature asBc2

ab(T)5Bc2
ab(0)(12T/Tc)

1.27. Since we ex-
amine a powder sample containing randomly oriented gra
we have applied the equation derived by Simonet al.14 for a
uniaxial superconductor with the magnetization lying par
lel to the external field, in order to fit the reversible part
the thermomagnetic curves. The solid line in Fig. 1~a! shows
the successful reproduction of the experimental data by u
an anisotropy ratiog;6 and an average penetration dep
l5(lab

2 lc)
1/3'170 nm, in agreement with the values

Ref. 14. The lower panel of Fig. 1~a! shows the phase dia
gram that is obtained from the magnetic measurements.
diagram includes the temperature variation ofBc2

c that is

FIG. 1. ~a! ~upper panel! Zero-field and field cooling magneti
moment as a function of the temperature forH50.03, 5, 10, 20, 30,
and 46 kOe for the powder MgB2 sample used in the NMR mea
surements. The line through the experimental points is a simula
of the reversible magnetic moment supposing an anisotropyg'6
~see main text!. The lower panel shows the phase diagram whe
the filled circles and squares correspond toHc2

ab andHc2
c lines, re-

spectively. The open squares represent the irreversibility line.~b!
The half of the magnetization loop atT55 K. The insets show
details in the region ofH52.35 andH54.7 T.
01251
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g

is

estimated fromBc2
c 5Bc2

ab/g. In this figure we also include
the data ofHc2

ab for H.5.5 T, from Ref. 14. The irrevers
ibility line is derived from the temperature where the ZF
and the FC branches are separated. Finally, Fig. 1~b! shows
the half of the isothermal hysteresis loop atT55 K, which
indicates that the irreversible magnetization is comparabl
the reversible one. This small irreversible magnetization
the powder sample has been attributed to the surf
barriers.20 The two insets show details of the loop in th
regions of 2.35 and 4.7 T, which are used below to reprod
the magnetic field distribution in the vortex lattice.

11B NMR line-shape measurements were performed
two spectrometers operating in external magnetic fields w
B052.35 and 4.7 T. The spectra were obtained from
Fourier transformation of half of the echo, following a typ
cal p/2-t-p spin-echo pulse sequence. In both magne
fields and in the normal state the length of thep/2 pulse was
tp(p/2)<2 msec, corresponding to a radio-frequency~rf!
irradiation fieldB1>44 G. At room temperature the spect
were found to exhibit the typical powder pattern for
nuclear spinI 53/2 in the presence of quadrupolar effec
with an axially symmetric electric field gradient, in agre
ment with previous works.8,21 The separation of the symme
ric satellite lines gives a quadrupolar frequency:22 nQ
52Dn (1)5e2qQ/2h'0.836 MHz. In Fig. 2 we demon-
strate the line shape of the central transition (2 1

2 → 1
2 ) as a

function of temperature in a magnetic field of 4.7 T. The li
shape in the normal state is temperature independent
consistent with previous studies.8,9,21 In addition, a second-
order quadrupolar split of'6 kHz is clearly observed. Con
sidering that forI 53/2 the second-order quadrupolar split
given by22 Dn (2)5(25nQ

2 /144nL)@ I (I 11)23/4#, we obtain

n

,

FIG. 2. 11B NMR line shapes of the central transition in field 4
T for 5 K<T<50 K. The dotted lines correspond to^B&, ^Bmax&,
and ^Bmin&.
0-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 012510
a nQ'0.860 MHz, in agreement with the value obtain
from the separation of the satellite peaks.

Below Tc2 ('27 K in 4.7 T! the spectra start to broade
and under the irreversibility temperature an extra sig
shows up as a pronounced shoulder in the low-frequency
of the spectrum. It is worth noting that such an extra feat
was not mentioned in previous NMR studies.8,21 By further
decreasing the temperature, the intensity of this shoulde
creases and its location shifts to lower frequencies. This
havior is explicit to the magnetic field distribution in th
mixed state, as implied by the dotted lines.

A significant part of the signal remains unshifted at t
frequency of the normal state NMR signal. The unshift
part of the line shape may be explained if we conside
distribution ofBc2 caused predominantly by anisotropy a
not by inhomogeneities, as the observed superconduc
transition is extremely sharp. Assuming that the upper c
cal field depends on the angle of thec axis in each crystallite
then the angular dependence of the second critical fiel
given byBc2(u)5Bc2

ab@11(g221)cos2u#21/2. This equation
shows that only crystallites withBc2(u).Bo would give a
characteristic signal of a type-II superconductor in the mix
state. If for a part of the grainsB0.Bc2(u) then a NMR line
shape would be observed, which is the sum of spectra c
ing from crystallites in the normal state and in the mix
state. Indeed the spectra underB054.7 T show an unshifted
component that comes from the normal part of the sam
revealing the presence of strong anisotropy.

The two signal components are more clearly resolved
Fig. 3, which shows11B NMR line shapes of the centra
transition in a magnetic fieldB052.35 T. In this field the

FIG. 3. 11B NMR line shapes of the central transition in fie
2.35 T, as a function of temperature.
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low-frequency shoulder becomes broader and shifts to lo
frequencies in comparison to the spectra taken in 4.7 T. T
is expected if we consider that the magnetic field distribut
in the vortex lattice becomes less dense and exhibits stro
field gradients in lower external magnetic fields. Since a s
nificant part of the signal intensity remains unshifted, then
can be argued that for a part of the grains theBc2

c must be
lower than 2.35 T. Considering that magnetization measu
ments giveBc2'14 T, and by assuming thatBc2

ab.Bc2
c ,11,14

an anisotropy parameterg>6 is estimated.
Following Ref. 18, a rough estimation of the singul

points ~at London limit l@j) of the field distribution at
T55 K and H54.7 T, gives Bmax2^B&'1.6
0.551F0/4pl2'50 G, Bmin2^B&'20.630.551F0/4pl2

'218 G, andBs2^B&'20.530.551F0/4pl2'215 G.
In the above estimations we have used the experime
value of the magnetic induction atT55 K, ^B&54pM rev

1H0'2141H0 G @see inset of Fig. 1~b!# and l
5170 nm.

The estimated values ofBmax, Bmin , andBs are in good
agreement with the characteristic points~see arrows in Fig.
2! of the NMR spectrum atT55 K. These results indicate
that the low-frequency shoulder of the NMR spectra is p
duced by the magnetic-field distribution of the vortex lattic

The extension of the low field tail below the theoretic
Bmin , and the slightly shifted broad maximum in the expe
mental magnetic field distribution might originate from sm
random pertubations by FL pinning or by structural defe
in the FLL, which lead to smearing of the ideal field distr
bution. Deviation from the ideal distribution may be pr
duced also by shearing of the FLL, which leads to splitti
of the singularity atBs and to the jump atBmin , but leaves
Bmax approximately unchanged.18 Smearing from random
shearing would dominate, if long-wavelength compress
~flux density gradient! is not present, in particular for sma
or largeB values, where the shear modulusc66→0 for both
B/Bc2→0 andB/Bc2→1. On the other hand, the magnet
field distribution is much more sensitive to fluctuations of t
FLL density ~random compression! than to shear deforma
tions for ^B&@4pM , if energetically favorable.23 In such a
case, even a small homogeneous compression of the
will shift rigidly the magnetic field distribution density,18

thus leading to smearing of all van Hove singularities.
nally, it should also be noted that in anisotropic superc
ductors the field distribution deviates from that of an isot
pic hexagonal vortex lattice.24

In conclusion, 11B NMR line-shape measurements o
powder MgB2 show up two NMR signal components forT
,Tc2: one coming from the vortex lattice from grains in th
mixed superconducting state, and the other one from gr
that are still in the normal state as their orientation w
respect to the external magnetic field is such thatB0
.Bc2(u). Our measurements suggest a high anisotropy
the upper critical field withg>6, in agreement with recen
CESR measurements.14 This experimental result changes th
balance in favor of anisotropic superconductivity in MgB2,
and should be taken into consideration in theories trying
explain the superconducting state in this material.
0-3
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